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The September issue of In the Loop features a story from Food Dive covering how major food and
beverage companies continue to weigh the options for meeting new consumer demand of healthier
products. In an environment of weak sales from less healthy products, companies like General Mills,
Hormel, Hain Celestial and Hershey are prioritizing M&A to drive rapid shareholder value by bringing the
latest independently developed products to a larger platform. The food subsector reported more than $80
billion in deal value for M&A in the first half of 2015 alone (129% increase over H1 2014).

A bug in the citrus industry first detected in 2005 has spread across the citrus production regions of the
U.S. (including Florida where 57% of the citrus industry resides) and could lead to a complete collapse of
the once $10 billion industry that suffered a $7.8 billion loss from 2006 to 2014. The U.S. government,
researchers and scientists are seeking solutions without much luck to address the Asian citrus psyllid bug
that is carrying the citrus greening disease. One farmer points to organic practices as a potential solution.

The new "9 Billion Bowls" report by Thomson Reuters highlights current social challenges of feeding a
growing global population and the emergence of data acquisition and management tools as part of the
solution set.

Data is the foundation of many emerging agriculture innovations that are driving

improvements in crop yield, weather planning systems and farm operational efficiencies to name a few.
Agricultural data collected by governments around the world is a valuable asset and public programs like
Global Open Data for Agriculture and Nutrition (GODAN) are working to unlock that data for our collective
agricultural benefit.

Agriculture and food innovators continue to develop applications of Internet of Things (“IoT”) technologies
for the capture, analysis and presentation of data for smarter and more efficient operations. A new report
by Beecham Research indicates IoT application could drive a 70% increase in food production by 2050.
The Guardian sites livestock management, lettuce production and bee keeping as some of the industries
benefiting from IoT application.

A new platform technology for manipulating crop genetics is emerging that could shift the GMO debate.
RNA interference ("RNAi") is a sprayon technology that penetrates plant cells and can turn crop genes off
temporarily to achieve a desired resistance effect or crop characteristic without modifying the plant
genome. RNAi allows for rapid and targeted product development and implementation for a shortterm
high response rate to weeds, pests and diseases. Monsanto is advancing research and development in
RNAi technology and claims their BioDirect product quickly degrades in the soil and that the molecules
are already ubiquitous in nature and human consumed foods.

The Boston Globe profiles the use of drones in agriculture for data collection to provide an enhanced view
on crop health and needs. The article sites The American Farm Bureau Federation as estimating a $12
per acre ROI from drone technologies for corn and $2 to $3 per acre for soybeans and wheat. Despite the
potential impact, it will likely be another couple years before the FAA opens the skies above our crops for
broader commercial drone application.
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About Closed Loop Capital
Closed Loop Capital is an earlystage venture capital platform founded in 2010 that invests in
exceptional entrepreneurs leading ventures in agriculture technology and food system innovation in
the United States and Canada.
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